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Discontinuous metal films are converted into either almost round, isolated, and randomly

distributed nanoparticles (NPs) or fringed patterns of alternate non transformed film and NPs by

exposure to single pulses (20 ns pulse duration and 193 nm wavelength) of homogeneous or

modulated laser beam intensity. The dynamics of NPs and pattern formation is studied by

measuring in real time the transmission and reflectivity of the sample upon homogeneous beam

exposure and the intensity of the diffraction orders 0 and 1 in transmission configuration upon

modulated beam exposure. The results show that laser irradiation induces melting of the metal

either completely or at regions around intensity maxima sites for homogeneous and modulated

beam exposure, respectively, within �10 ns. The aggregation and/or coalescence of the initially

irregular metal nanostructures is triggered upon melting and continues after solidification

(estimated to occur at �80 ns) for more than 1 ls. The present results demonstrate that real time

transmission rather than reflectivity measurements is a valuable and easy-to-use tool for following

the dynamics of NPs and pattern formation. They provide insights on the heat-driven processes

occurring both in liquid and solid phases and allow controlling in-situ the process through the flu-

ence. They also evidence that there is negligible lateral heat release in discontinuous films upon

laser irradiation. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4908251]

Metal nanoparticles (NPs) either randomly distributed

or periodically organised have a high potential for several

applications including camouflage, sensors, photovoltaic or

optical devices, and tissue engineering scaffolds.1,2 Most of

the applications relate to their unique optical response that is

dominated by the surface plasmon resonance (SPR).3

Heating of metal thin films is a method used since very long

to produce them because metal films on dielectric substrates

are thermodynamically unstable and tend to dewet for reduc-

ing their surface to volume ratio and thus the free energy of

the system.4–6

Laser techniques offer a faster means not only for pro-

ducing NPs on a surface by a heat driven process but also for

producing periodic structures, thus representing an alterna-

tive route to the costly lithographic methods such as electron

beam writing,3 particularly for those applications in which

large-scale and low-cost manufacturing is essential.

Irradiation with homogeneous or Gaussian converts metal

films into nanoislands, beads or NPs and even self-organised

structures with well-defined length scales.7–11 Irradiation

with modulated beams such as those produced by beam in-

terference produces structures with controlled motives and

periods in large areas (>mm2).12–16 These earlier works aim

either to the understanding of the length scales of the dewet-

ting and/or mass flow mechanisms or the fabrication of nano-

structures. There is only a very recent work studying the

dewetting process in real time upon Gaussian ns laser

pulses11 by using complex pump-probe electron microscopy

techniques. As a result, little is known on the dynamics and

time scales of the mechanisms governing the NPs or pattern

formation upon laser irradiation. In order to fully exploit the

capabilities of laser based techniques for producing isolated

NPs or periodic structures containing NPs, easy-to-use tools

to understand the underlying mechanisms that eventually

allow controlling in-situ the process are needed. In this letter,

we aim to provide direct evidence that the production of NPs

and patterns containing NPs by single ns laser pulses are

very fast processes both starting upon melting and continu-

ing after solidification in solid-state.

We have used silver samples prepared by pulsed laser

deposition in vacuum (<5 � 10�6 mbar) by means of an ArF

laser (k¼ 193 nm and s¼ 20 ns). The laser beam was

focused at 45� on the Ag target leading to a fluence of �2.7 J

cm�2 per pulse. The substrates were glass slides held at

room temperature, positioned �38 mm away from the target.

They were rotated in order to produce a homogenous deposit

over an area >1 cm2. The number of laser pulses on the tar-

get was selected in order to produce samples with effective

metal thicknesses (i.e., the thickness if the silver was form-

ing a continuous layer) of 3.7 nm and 5.9 nm.

The samples were exposed in air to single pulses from

the same excimer laser using either a fly’s eye lens homoge-

nizing system or a fringed phase mask both manufactured by

Laser-Laboratorium G€ottingen, which will be referred to

from now on as homogeneous and modulated beam expo-

sures, respectively. In the former case, the beam intensity

was constant (within 5%) over �4 � 4 mm2 square regions

and fluence was varied in the range of 121–309 mJ cm�2. In

the latter case, a two-lens projection optics was used to ex-

pose the sample to an intensity modulated with a period

D¼ 6.3 lm. The average fluence (F¼ 78 mJ cm�2) at the

sample site is thus modulated along the direction perpendicu-

lar to the fringes between 0 and 2F¼ 156 mJ cm�2. Further

details can be found elsewhere.17

A He-Ne laser beam pulsed to �1 ls by means of an

acousto-optic modulator and focused at the irradiated area ata)rpelaez@io.cfmac.csic.es
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�33� off its normal was synchronized with the irradiation

laser pulse in order to record in real time and simultaneously

the reflectivity and transmission of the sample upon homoge-

neous beam exposure. The signals are collected by two fast

photodiodes and recorded with a two-channel fast oscillo-

scope that is triggered by the signal provided by a photo-

diode collecting a small fraction of the pump beam thus

defining the origin of the time scale (it is �3 ns earlier than

the time at which the pump pulse reaches its maximum at the

most). This type of measurements has since very long been

applied to record the reflectivity of metals to study melting

and solidification processes.18–20 However, none of these

studies report dewetting because they were related to either

bulk metals or thick films for which dewetting might not be

likely due to the pump laser light absorption length being

smaller than the film thickness.

Figure 1 shows transients recorded upon irradiating the

3.7 nm thick sample with 153 mJ cm�2. The vertical axis

represent the recorded intensity (I(t)) referred to the initial

value (Ii) as (I(t)� Ii)/Ii. It is seen that the transients start

with a very rapid decrease and while transmission T(t) soon

undergoes a minimum (Tmin), reflectivity R(t) keeps decreas-

ing. After a few tens of ns, R(t) becomes constant within

noise and equal to the level recorded after seconds. After

Tmin, T(t) instead increases for long time and the whole pro-

cess is not completed in the time scale, the detection is active

(�1 ls). The final levels achieved (Rf and Tf) are indicated

as horizontal traces.

We have looked at the sample structure using a field

emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The insets in

Fig. 1 show that the as grown sample is a discontinuous layer

formed by irregularly shaped NPs and coverage of 54% and

the metal has converted into almost round NPs of �18 nm

average diameter with coverage of �40% upon irradiation.

The extinction spectra were determined as ln(1/T(k)) from

transmission spectra (T(k)) measured at 0� of incidence

angle with a UV-Vis Cary 5000 dual beam spectrometer.

The inset in Fig. 1 shows that while the extinction spectrum

of the as grown sample has a very broad SPR band (614 nm).

It shifts to the blue (463 nm), becomes more intense, and nar-

rows upon irradiation. The sample becomes almost transpar-

ent at the probe beam wavelength thus explaining the high

value achieved by Tf in Fig. 1 with respect to Ti. The

observed changes in the SPR features are also consistent

with the changes in the film structure, i.e., the irregularly

shaped and almost touching islands of the as grown sample

and the almost round and isolated NPs of the sample after

irradiation.

The initial decrease of R(t) observed in Fig. 1 is consist-

ent with the widely reported slightly lower reflectivity of liq-

uid metals with respect to solid material.18–20 We have used

the optical constants reported for solid21 and liquid22 silver

to calculate the expected intensity change upon melting of a

3.7 nm thick layer, the results being Rmelt¼�0.05 and

Tmelt¼�0.16. While the latter agrees very well with Tmin in

Fig. 1, the former is of the order of magnitude of that

reported earlier upon melting of metals18–20 but one order of

magnitude smaller than the decrease experimentally

observed in Fig. 1 (�0.51). This comparison allows us con-

cluding on the one hand that melting has occurred when T(t)

reaches Tmin. On the other hand, the T(t) increase after this

point is consistent with the sample becoming eventually

more transparent at the probe wavelength (evidenced in the

inset of Fig. 1) due to the formation of the NPs. This allows

concluding that the agglomeration/coalescence process starts

upon melting. Furthermore, T(t) undergoes a change of slope

around �80 ns after Tmin to keep increasing at a slower rate

afterwards. This behavior is similar to the one reported upon

laser cooling of metals and consistent with the onset of solid-

ification.18–20 However, the fact that the cooling process

overlaps in our case with the agglomeration/coalescence of

the metal makes it difficult to correlate the T(t) value at the

change of slope with the solidification onset in a quantitative

way. The stronger decrease of the experimentally measured

R(t) with respect to Rmelt is consistent with this interpretation

since reflectivity contains the information of scattering that

becomes important once the agglomeration/coalescence pro-

cess starts. At an intermediate time between Tmin and the

onset of solidification, R(t) becomes blind to the process dy-

namics since no further changes are observed thus making

T(t) much more valuable than R(t) for monitoring the dy-

namics of NPs formation.

The dynamics dependence on laser fluence was studied

in the 5.9 nm thick sample through transmission transients

that are shown in Fig. 2(a). Their features are similar to those

already discussed in relation to Fig. 1 for the thinnest sample,

i.e., a first fast and short decrease down to Tmin followed by

an increase to a Tf level much higher than Ti that is reached

in a time longer than �1 ls. Tf values are plot in Fig. 3 as a

function of fluence showing they increase sharply in a nar-

row fluence interval (121–135 mJ cm�2), reach a maximum

value for 187 mJ cm�2 and decrease slightly for higher fluen-

ces. The decrease of Tf after the maximum change occurs to-

gether with the appearance of a peak within the minimum,

making its structure complex as seen in Fig. 2(a). A peak

whose width <5 ns is clearly seen for 264 mJ cm�2 that

FIG. 1. (Black) T(t) and (grey) R(t) determined upon homogeneous beam

exposure the 3.7 nm thick sample with a fluence of 153 mJ cm�2; horizontal

traces correspond to the final levels achieved and the short horizontal dashed

line corresponds to the calculated Tmelt; dotted lines illustrate how the time

the change of slope occurs is determined. SEM images of the (left) as grown

and (right) laser exposed areas. The extinction spectra of the (grey) as grown

sample and (black) the area after laser exposure are shown in the inset where

the vertical line corresponds to the laser probe wavelength.
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starts before Tmin reaches the value corresponding to the liq-

uid metal. This result together with the fact that this peak is

only evident for high fluences suggests that it might be

related to the onset of evaporation/ablation.

This reasoning is supported by the laser induced temper-

ature profiles calculated through 3D simulations.23 The dis-

continuous character of the samples is taken into account by

assuming they are formed by alternate lines of Ag and glass,

their width ratio and thickness being determined by the cov-

erage and calculated in order to have mass conservation,

respectively. We have assumed the melting (1235 K) and

boiling (2435 K) temperatures of bulk silver as well as its

latent heat of 11.3 kJ mol�1.24 The thermal conductivity was

considered constant and equal to that of the bulk at room

temperature. The specific heat was varied from that of the

solid to that of the liquid25 in a temperature interval of 65 K

centred at the melting temperature during which the latent

heat was absorbed/released. We have used the optical

constants of bulk solid silver at room temperature21 and

those for the liquid reported in Ref. 22 to calculate the reflec-

tivity and absorption of the Ag lines and used the coverage

to simulate the discontinuous character. Figure 2(b) shows

the temperature-time profile calculated for the lowest fluence

for which a transient could be recorded and thus very close

to the threshold fluence. The inverse of the T(t), i.e., Tf-T(t),

is also included to ease the comparison that shows the calcu-

lated temperature time-profile reproduces very well that of

the experimental transient. The time at which melting tem-

perature is reached during cooling is smaller than the one

deduced from the change of slope of the transient. This result

is consistent with the existence of undercooling as reported

earlier for Ni films for which calculations suggested an

undercooling of 512 K (Ref. 18) although the additional role

of a lower melting temperature related to the diameter of the

NPs formed upon aggregation/coalescence cannot be ruled

completely out.26 Furthermore, the maximum of the time-

temperature profiles reaches the boiling temperature for 264

mJ cm�2 supporting that the narrow peak that appears within

the minimum in the transients for fluences �264 mJ cm�2

relates to ablation/evaporation. Although the reason why this

process leads to an increase in T(t) is unclear at this stage, it

might be related to the formation of a transient plasma whose

emission at the probe beam wavelength is not negligible.

The SEM images in the insets of Fig. 3 show that the as

grown sample (left) is discontinuous with coverage of 68%

that is higher than that of the thinnest sample as expected.

After laser exposure to 187 mJ cm�2 (right), the metal is

forming almost isolated round NPs with an average diameter

of 38 nm. The fact that the diameter of the NPs for similar

exposure fluences increases as sample thickness increases

agrees well with what has earlier been reported in the litera-

ture.9,12,16 Since the extinction spectra before and after laser

irradiation are similar to those shown in the inset in Fig. 1

for the thinnest sample, only the evolution of the SPR wave-

length with fluence is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the SPR

shifts to the blue as fluence increases and mirrors the changes

in Tf.

The times at which Tmin and the change of slope occur

in the T(t) are, respectively, �10 ns and �80 ns for fluences

in the range of 121–187 mJ cm�2. The former value agrees

very well not only with the calculations but also with the

time typically reported for the formation of liquid both in

bulk metals18–20 and metal films having thicknesses compa-

rable to those in the present work.11 Assuming that the

change of slope corresponds to the onset of solidification,

both time values lead to a duration of the liquid phase

<70 ns that also agrees very well with the values earlier

reported for Ni NPs and deduced from time-resolved diffrac-

tion patterns collected in a pump-probe electron microscopy

experiment.11 Furthermore, these time scales are also in

excellent agreement with the time reported for coalescence

of Al aggregates upon laser irradiation.27 This reasoning sup-

ports further our conclusion that agglomeration/coalescence

starts upon melting, continues after solidification, and needs

more than 1 ls (the cutoff time of the detection system) to

complete. The long time duration demonstrates that once

agglomeration/coalescence starts, the metal remains heated

FIG. 2. (a) T(t) determined upon homogeneous beam exposure the 5.9 nm

thick sample; the labels indicate the fluence used in mJ cm�2; and the transi-

ents have been vertically displaced for clarity. (b) (Grey) Calculated

temperature-time profile and (black) inverse of T(t) in (a) for 121 mJ cm�2;

the grey horizontal dashed line is the melting temperature of bulk silver.

FIG. 3. (�) Tf of the transients in Fig. 2(a) and (�) SPR wavelength as a

function of the fluence used to homogeneously expose the 5.9 nm sample;

the horizontal dashed line is the SPR wavelength of the as grown sample.

The insets are SEM images of the (left) as grown and (center) laser exposed

area to 187 mJ cm�2 at the same magnification.
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for a long time during which the process keeps progressing

in solid state at lower rate.

The same set-up has been used to record the intensity of

the 0 and 1 diffracted beams in transmission configuration

upon modulated beam exposure. The application of this type

of measurements to study the dynamics of pattern formation

has only very recently applied to patterns produced in porous

silicon.17 Figure 4(a) shows the transients recorded in the

5.9 nm thick sample and while the vertical scale for the sig-

nal in order 0 (T0(t)) corresponds to the intensity normalized

to the initial, that in order 1 (T1(t)) is the intensity recorded

in mV since initial value is cero. The vertical scales have

been chosen in order to overlap both final and initial levels,

the former been indicated by a single horizontal line. It is

also seen that T0(t) is very similar to the T(t) recorded upon

homogeneous beam exposure (Fig. 2(a) and the times at

which the minimum and the change in slope after the mini-

mum occur are very similar to those determined upon homo-

geneous beam exposure. This result is consistent with the

discontinuous character of the initial sample (Fig. 4(b)) that

prevents lateral heat diffusion and thus the temperature pro-

file matches the intensity beam profile.28 Figures 4(c) and

4(d) show, respectively, optical and SEM images of the pat-

tern produced evidencing that it is formed by alternate

fringes having the structure of the as grown material (com-

pare Fig. 4(e) to Fig. 4(b)) and fringes in which the sample

has converted into almost isolated round NPs (Fig. 4(f)). The

morphology of the latter areas is very similar to what was

shown in Fig. 3 upon homogeneous beam exposure for the

same sample. The two regions of the pattern will be thus,

respectively, referred to as non-transformed and transformed

areas.

Since the signal recorded in T1(t) was very weak and

comparable to noise, the transient shown in Fig. 4(a) is the

average of 7 transients recorded in fresh regions exposed to

the same fluence. It becomes clear that T1(t) starts at the

same time as T0(t) starts decreasing, i.e., upon melting of the

film. This result suggests that a transient pattern due to the

alternation of liquid/solid metal as reported earlier for porous

silicon17 has most likely been formed at this very early stage.

Once aggregation/coalescence starts (minimum of T0(t)),

T1(t) mirrors T0(t), i.e., it increases fast until it undergoes a

change of slope at approximately the same time than T0 and

needs a time >1 ls to reach the final level. This result proves

that the long term diffraction is linked to the formation of

NPs in the transformed regions and due to the strong shift to

the blue and narrowing of the SPR band once isolated NPs

are formed upon melting.

In summary, this work shows that the aggregation/coa-

lescence into isolated NPs produced in initially discontinu-

ous metal films by laser irradiation starts immediately upon

melting within �10 ns. The process keeps progressing after

the onset of solidification (�80 ns), lasts for long time

(>1 ls), and eventually leads to the formation of almost iso-

lated round NPs whose diameter depends on initial sample

thickness. Upon modulated beam exposure, a long term pat-

tern formed by alternate fringes of as grown material and

NPs is initiated upon melting and continues >1 ls. The long-

time lasting and similar time scales for the process upon ho-

mogeneous and modulated beam exposures are related to the

discontinuous character of the samples and the lack of effi-

cient lateral paths for releasing the heat. The sign of the opti-

cal changes as a function of time as well as the diffraction

efficiency are determined by the plasmonic response of the

isolated NPs that shifts blue and narrows with respect to the

initial SPR, the higher the fluence the higher the shift. The

real time transmission measurements are an easy-to-use tool

for in-situ controlling the fluence in order to produce tailored

NPs or patterns and avoid the ablation regime.
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